Engineered and produced with the highest quality, the Tollok™ TLK 136 is synonymous with reliability and safety for the mounted equipment.

The Tollok TLK 136 offers additional cost savings based on its compact design and performance, allowing a more efficient use of materials in the design of equipment components.

Rexnord Tollok is one of the largest worldwide providers of locking assembly solutions, delivering high quality and robust commercial and technical support.

Consistent inventory accommodates for expedited delivery and increased customer assistance, backed by more than 40 years of application expertise.

Additional features & benefits:
- Available from 100 mm to 600 mm diameter, providing a wide range of options, support and assistance.
- High torque transmission capacity, capable of handling large loads even under the harshest conditions.
- Increased capability to support bending moments, delivering high performance; it is the optimal choice for conveyors and pulleys.
- The self-centering, compact design provides exceptional performance and safety.

To learn more, email tollok@rexnord.com or call +39 0532 816911 (Outside the U.S.) to speak with our Rexnord Tollok Support team.